MASERGY MAKES INC. 5000 LIST FOR SIXTH TIME
Masergy Makes Elite Honor Roll of Nation’s Fastest-Growing Private Companies
Dallas – August 21, 2017 – Masergy, a leading provider of global software defined
networking, managed security and cloud communications solutions, announced  today it
has been recognized in the 36th annual Inc. 5000 list of the nation’s fastest-growing
private companies. As a six-time honoree, Masergy becomes a part of a select group of
“Honor Roll” companies selected by Inc. 5000. Fewer than a tenth of Inc. 5000 honorees
ever achieve this Honor Roll milestone.
The average company on the 2017 Inc. 5000 list achieved a three-year average growth
of 481%, and the companies on the list collectively generated 619,500 jobs over the past
three years. From Calendar Year 2013 to Calendar Year 2016, Masergy increased its
workforce by 100% and nearly doubled it revenue.
“Year-after-year, Masergy’s networking, security and communications innovations and
meticulous dedication to customer service have enabled us  to achieve the remarkable
annual growth required for America’s fastest-growing private company listing,” said
Chris MacFarland, Masergy CEO. “With this year’s induction into the Inc. Honor Roll,
Masergy is now among the elite 5000 U.S.-based private companies--an achievement
credited to the hard work shown by our family of employees.”
Complete results of the Inc. 5000, including company profiles and an interactive
database that can be sorted by industry, region, and other criteria, can be found at
www.inc.com/inc5000.
"The Inc. 5000 is the most persuasive evidence I know that the American Dream is still
alive,” says Inc. President and Editor-In-Chief Eric Schurenberg. “The founders and CEOs
of the Inc. 5000 tell us they think determination, risk taking, and vision are the keys to
their success, and I believe them.”

About Masergy
Masergy owns and operates the largest independent Software Defined Platform in the
world, delivering hybrid networking, managed security and cloud communication
solutions to global enterprises. Our patented technology, customizable solutions and
unmatched customer experience are why a growing number of leading organizations
rely on Masergy to deliver performance beyond expectations. Learn more about
Masergy and follow us on our blog Transforming Enterprise IT, Twitter@Masergy,
LinkedIn and Facebook.
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